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Then There Was Light 
By Peter Korn 
Th• Old Transformer 
Electrical power to the Ithaca 
.College campus was cut off at 
exactly 6:00 Wednesday 
morning, and when it was turned 
on approximately two hours 
·1ater it was once again business 
as usual on South Hill. 
The installation of the three 
new transformers spelled the end 
of a week long experiment in. 
self control for Ithaca College 
students. Since last Thursday 
they had be~m forced to keep 
electrical usage at a minimum; 
stereos, television sets, and 
electrical typewriters included. 
This strangest of weeks began 
last Wednesday ·afternoon when 
- the Ithaca College transformer 
inexplicably broke down, taking 
Tompkins... County with it. The 
rest of the county had power 
- ·restored within minutes, but IC 
was left in the dark for the 
entire night. Sometime during 
the night, however, determined 
college officials found three 
available transformers in a 
substation in Candor, New York. 
When students awoke the next· 
morning they found that they 
were . able to use their room _ 
I.C. -in Time· of Crisis · lights and little else. By the end of the day, practically every IC student 
knew what a kilovolt ampere · 
was. They also were aware that 
the college normally draws By Kathi Perras 
and Vann Weller 
and Cornell undergrads as well as 
off-campus LC. students. 
approximately 5000 kva's and 
Cooperation- 1· that the newly installed During the recent energy transformers retained a capacity 
crisis, Ithaca College students Holcombe also said there was, o£.two thousand. 
the new limit. Regular checks 
were made on the substations 
meter twenty four hours a day, 
with the readings often 
·approaching the nineteen 
hundred fifty mark. Student 
advisors were named college 
officials, thus making 
surveillance of students who 
might be trying to cheat on the 
energy ban more feasible. 
Additionally, numerous options 
were made available for students 
who wanted some of the old 
luxuries . 
Televisions were turned onin 
the pub and union buffer 
lounge. Special buses were made 
available to. the Co-op 
downtown so as to allow 
students to do their laundry. 
Certain motels and restaurants 
offered 'specials' to IC students 
looking f o r f o o d, television , 
(continu"ed on page eleven) 
co-o~i:rated_ with the colle~e a phenomenal amount of .. - Precautions were taken by 
adrn~mstratlon ~D:d each other m cooperation from stores and college officials to assure th~t 
making a uruf1ed effort to resfaura'nts , downtown. Some the amount of .energy used m 
compensate for their many bars were charging Happy Hour the days ahead did not exceed _' Th• First Replacement Transformers 
inclc:~:~ns~sdents believe -that ;;~:1 tiot~i;· ;:~:enc~ar:i~: H ,·s tor· y Go e· s Fo:u r Cre d ,·ts 
the crisis served .a meaningful discount rates to those who 
· purpose by bringing them clos"er ·wanted to take advantage of 
together. They sought logical rooms with electricity. - B p t K · 
and inventive ways to deal with Holcombe also· reported that Y e e~ om m e a s u r e , w i t h · t e n 
the problems at hand. several downtown merchants Sh ti b f Ith C 11 representatives casting their Althou~ it was harder to find took financial advantage of this· d orts Yt ek 0thre. ai:a bo egke ballots for the change, and two ia d · tude ts · stu en oo err spnng rea , · . . . 
a p ce .to s~. Y_, many s n energy crisis and overcha~ed for the history department held a agamst. The two included one 
felt that m the abs~nce of such-necessary items as wmd up tin f d" d t faculty-member and one of the 
b ~-a ring . st ere O s · ·the Y ala·nn clocks transistor radios, mee dg • 0• ~cuss Aant thvo t~ on two student representatives. Ii h d · k b • . an aca em1c issue. e 1me, . . . 
acco;:p/ ~ n;r~lighwor ~ and flashlights and ~atten:es. student response and/or concern Op1ruons have bee~ vmced 
cart e ig t,. as t, .an Such incidents a·re -being bout that issue appeared to·be both for and against the 
. la~te!fis. In a few of the quad reported to the ,Ithaca Cham~r ~inimal With the new master tr1easure, and they reveal that in 
dofflis the desks had been moved of Commerce for further h d 1· f t t at least a few of the professors · '~ - · dth b-d ··t . sc e ue or nex semeser . into one room an . e e sin_ o investi.,.,.tion. -, - . t I t k f voting for the measure, n t h e t in g a .,.. . commg ou as wee , many o . . . till . t Th t 
a . -~· .. r ~ . Crea .- ,<.· -' . Since there were no. working those students have_ realized m1Sgivmgs s exis_. e mos 
con~~ntrati(?n of l_1gtit_ ~or laundry -faciliti~··on. campus, that,· indeed;·an important common·reasons ~ven for the 
studying. People, resu:Ung -Off. carloads of . students. washed h h b . d . change are that history courses 
· d th · h · t . c ange as een ma e. . f d" 
~pus opene - ell' omes o their ·clothes at downtown . The decision reached at .that are, m essence, our ere it 
anyone who wanted a. pl~ce to laundromats wher~· places to ·meeting was to make all.histozy course~ already (as far as work 
sta1y.- _a good_ m~. or Jt}lch. s~ a iron ~re also pre_~ed. _ . > courses worth four credits, goes) and the_ dthepartfment wd~ 
.. re t;t~g -ev~n1~ ... wa ms. __ . · ·,, Dry Hair · . th th th t diti nal three. forced to adopt e ou~ ere !!.. 
telev1S1on or ·hsterung ~o .some.·_ . · .. ·· . ra . er, an e ~ 0 standard to keep up with the 
, m.uiic on. 8 ~tereo- for 8- chanae_. · . Girls foun~at·washin& their Tbis ,was, of co1:1rse, not a new other H & S departments. 
ICeri Holcolft~chead ·or. ~e .jiair : .... · one", ·of-· the"· m~or _-s ~ p • .h,P r:v.iou~~~;rt~!i .. Protecting ·the interests of our 
· E!!,er&Y Task. Force. es~blish¢d:_·diffic:illtieS:·Ji.,arymgit near tb_e ? ;~pd y-re gi.o~ h students," is how one professor 
to::d~ with the powenitua~ODi-, bea~rt aii,cf: p~gc"the_ir e}ectrtc· ll,: , • O n ~ .. e s am e' , put it. 
wd -that sev~ hun~~·C8;lls_:: · u ·. ,_ -- fwater tobe!lt .:Coll)~d~ntally, __ the_same mov~.-
~11!! ~l.C_Cffied . frc?~· _peopl~ w,h~ 1::.~11ihe~-~akf:- them "off. C. b~; ·;~cert . Wlderta~e~ b~_ the . On the Other Hand 
'.~,::~. Ju>mes .. for.:,_sucb'.·, th .. : · :.~1. in ~ 111. ~litics d~artment. , .· ... ,. 
.. ' '' .;;.:.~,-calls included·.--:., .. ~· w~-. .. . , . _ _·,, : ·· .. ·:T~e··,fin:ai.-.vo~ ~cted _a On the 
.~r~:\!1-~~-'::~ ·~~~~··:~~?~~~·!-.~ett~~.··-._;' j .. : • _cl~t m.;onty m·favor._oftlie conten,tion 
- . ' •' . . _, 
other hand, the 
is that history 
professors will now ~e teaching 
one quarter less material and 
spending one quarter less tfrne 
doing it because the courses will 
certainly not be made 
twenty-five percent more 
comprehensive. At least one 
professor, Paul McBride, has 
asserted that, ''.l am not going to 
make mr classes more 
demanding·; Others insist they 
will. Professor McBride further 
stated, "I am not convinced that 
the increase in aepth is ... A)going 
to come about, and B)if it did 
I'm not sure its worth the 
c;acrifice in breadth." Other 
factors, such as the decline in 
student enrollment in history 
courses, forced professor 
· McBride to support the issue, 
however. 
As a re.suit of the change, 
,history majors will now need 
(conrinued on page two} 
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Remember it well ... 
Key Biscayne, Fla .. .It was one year ago last week 
that the last U.S. troops finallypulled out of 
VietNam. The day was observed by a Presidential 
proclamation which declared it VietNam Veterans 
Day. The day was marked by protest as some 7~0 
veterans took over the top of the Washington 
Monument for a half hour, calling for more 
• benefits for veterans. . 
Last Sunday, President Nixon announced that 
he was creating a committee to coordinate federal 
programs designed to aid veterans. The President 
made the announcement in a nation-wide radio 
broadcast, and named Donald E. Johnson, the 
administrator of Veterans Affairs, to head the 
committee. 
Insure Your Sore Throat 
Washington ... The realization of a national health , 
insurance program came a step closer to•teality 
this week as two major Democrats in Congress 
introduced a proposal similar to President Nixon's, 
which was announced two months ago. Senator 
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts, and 
Representative Wilbur Mills of Arkansas prepared 
and introduced the bill. For several years previous 
to this, Kennedy had pushed for a mor~ liberal 
program, but scrapped hopes for his version to join 
with Mills in support of the present bill. 
Hearst Released? 
San Francisco ... Patricia Hearst, the kidnapped 
daughter of Newpaper executive Randolph Hearst, 
has decided to remain with her abducto::-s, the 
Symbionese Liberation Army. There was 
speculation that Ms. Hearst would be released this 
week, when theS.L.A. released a tape of her voice 
along with half of her drive(s license. In the 
recorded message she said she ~as decided to• 
remain with the S.L.A., and work for the 
liberation of oppressed peoples around the world. 
Cars, anyone? 
Baltimore ... The FBI raided two suburban car 
dealerships recently, and discovered illegal bugs in 
the customers' private conference rooms. Salesmen 
w ou Id monitor the private discussions of 
perspective buyers, and upon hearing what 
concerns were voiced '!"ould develop 
appropriate strategy tq finalize a sale. 
What's a few thousand between friends? 
Washington ... The Internal Revenue Service has 
informed President Nixon that he owes $432,000 
in back taxes, plus a substantial amount of 
interest. The White House has indicated that the 
President will comply with I RS's announcement. 
( 
!around the world) 
Pompidou Dies 
Paris ... After a year of suffering with a grave illness, 
Georges Pompidou died this week. The French 
President was 62 years of age. An election to 
choose a new President for France is expected to 
take place within 3 5 days. In the meantime, the 
President of the French Senate will act as interim 
President. A memorial service for Pompidou will 
take p!ace this Saturday in Paris, and there is 
speculation that President Nixon will be among 
the foreign heads of state present there. The 
French government will respect Pompidou's wishes 
and give him a private burial near his home. 
Elazar Resigns 
Tel Aviv ... lsrael's chief of staff, Lt. General David 
Elazar, resigned this week on the recommendation 
of a commission investigating Israeli war set backs. 
-The commission also called for the replacement of 
the director. of Israeli Intelligence, along with three 
of his top aids. Prime Minister Golda Meir, and 
Defense Minister Moshe Dyan were cleared of 
responsibility of Israel's military defeats last fall. 
Vietcong, Russia Unite 
Moscow ... The government of North VietNam 
received the support of the Soviet Union this week 
in a harsh demand against the United States. The 
American• govermcnt is accused of violating the 
section of the cease fire agreement that banned 
shipments of armaments, munitions, and othe'r 
military equipment to 'the government of South 
VietNam. 
i 
,, 
Faculty Reviews Sa1ari8', Handbool 
By Mark Engstrom 
The I.C. Faculty Handbook 
was the focus of the April 
meeting of the Ithaca College 
Faculty Council last Tuesday 
evening. A report from Professor 
Ashur Baizer, AAUP chaptet 
president, dealing with the 
response from the . AAUP 
(American Association ot 
University Professors) in regard 
to revisions of the Ithaca College 
F acuity Handbook was the 
center of discussion. 
The basic criticism leveled 
against the procedure, was that 
it didn't provide for enough 
faculty discussion in drawing the 
new document up. Baizer noted 
that, especially with contract 
negotiations currently going on, 
the faculty-at-large should be 
involved fu discussions dealing 
with faculty policy in regard to 
negotiating with the 
administration. 
In iesponse to these questions·· 
it was offered that the present 
. status of the council, as stated in 
the by-laws, is one of a 
recommending bod}'. The Body1 
of · Trustees is the only 
legitamate decision-making body 
within the College. 
The . presentation of these 
facts succeeded in only further 
clouding the status -of the 
Provost's office .. The question 
was raised as to whether or not 
the Provost, as the college's chief 
academic officer, has an 
obligation to abide by the 
recommendations of the Faculty 
Council. Since the council is 
only a recommending body, the 
Provost is under no binding 
obligation to them. 
At this point a motion,was 
introduced by John. Daitch and. 
carried by the council. The 
motion called on the Provost to 
respond to the Faculty Council 
by its next meeting, in May, on 
various concerns of the council. 
And also, that in the future he 
make a response to the council 
at each meeting. 
This was immediately 
followed by another motion 
which the council unanimously 
carried, that w1Ir seek to form an 
ad hoc committee in the fall to 
deal with investigating tne 
benefits of the p-resent 
composition of the Faculty 
Council. 
Publishing Salaries 
The discussion of whether or 
not faculty salaries should be 
published was followed up with 
the passage of these motions. At 
the moment, each department 
within the college is polling its 
members on the question of 
making salaries public 
knowledge. Some of the poll's 
findings were disclosed at the 
meeting, and the early 
indications show a substantial 
majority in the school of 
Humanities · and Sciences 
favoring salary publication. The 
professional schools were more 
diverse, with some schools 
leaning towards publication, and 
others shying away, 
There is a possibility that a 
legal question could be involved 
in this issue. The point was 
raised that if contracts are 
negotiated on a one-to-one basis 
between individual faculty 
members and the administration, 
would it be legal to require that 
faculty salaries be published. 
This question was left up to the 
lawyers. 
-Another complaint was that 
the rev1s1on ommitted a 
statement from the A
0
AUP which 
spells out The association'sr 
policies. Part of the AA UP 
platform states that, "the 
faculty should actively 
participate in activities regarding 
salary increases." Baizer cited 
this passage in particular as an 
element that should appear in 
the handbook for ready 
reference. He also urged that the 
en tire faculty be made aware of 
the specific changes made in the 
rev1s1on, and tlie rationale 
behind each of these changes. 
I.C. Health Counaeliri9 Service 
Plana Diacussions 
Criticism 
Other criticisms brought, 
against the rev1S1ons were 
directed in the area of dismissal·, 
procedures. Baizer accused the 
newly adapted procedures of 
being weaker· than the old ones. 
The old proceedures supposedly 
made it difficult for the 
administration to dismiss 
tenured faculty members 
without presenting an extremely 
strong case against them, and 
that this was a good thing. 
T}J.e new sanctions for 
dismissal· were said to be too 
vague, giving faculty members 
no firm ground to stand on. 
Also, Baizer complained, there 
was no explanation given for the 
deletion of· the one year sick 
leave which is available to 
tenured faculty. 
A motion was introduced by 
Joe Tempesta, calling tor an all 
faculty meeting to approve the 
handbook. The motion was 
carried after the council agreed 
such a meeting should be called 
early next fall, so that the, 
handbook can be sent to the 
Board when they meet in 
October. 
Weak Canal 
John Daitch, Asst..-Education 
Professor, voiced concerns over 
the function of the Faculty. 
Council. He questioned the 
relationship between the council 
and the rest of the college 
community, especially the• 
administration and the Provost. 
He felt that the council was an 
object in lack of attention, and 
thought it should carry some 
real power. 
By Cindy Schwart:r. 
The Ithaca College . Health 
Counseling Service recently 
decided to expand its functions 
to discussion of pertinent issues 
in special forums. 
The new idea was brought 
about by Martha Wolga, a 
clinical psychologist at the 
Health Center. It is an attempt 
to get interested students 
involved in small group 
discussions. 
The proposed plan is to hav_e · 
several meetings every semester, 
focusing on the areas of identity, 
alienation, anxiety, parental 
problems, and crisis situations. 
Ms. Wolga said that one of our 
functions in the counseling 
service should be to provide a 
place where people can discuss 
problems in living that are 
common to everybody. She feels 
that we all deal with essentially 
the same problems, and that it's 
a myth that the person who goes 
for therapy is different than 
anyone else. 
Another myth that these 
forums hope' to dismiss is the 
belief that one does not go for 
counseling unless they are 
extremely distressed or crazy. 
Two Forums 
This semester two forums· are 
scheduled, both dealing with the 
topic of "Sex Roles and Human' 
Relationships". 'fhe first 
meeting will be held on 
Wednesday, April JO, in the 
Crossroads at 7:30 p.m. The 
forum will deal ~ith. "Sex Role 
MISTa "11111' 
. ,_.~ . 
The-.. it' .... 
' 
. i 
· oi ·Coffee. 
·.intowa . 
2MSNfJUIUN• 
-,11wt1&W1 .... 
., COMMllln(OI-S 
. . . 
Behavior and Restraints". There 
will be four speakers present, 
and small student-run workshops 
will follow the large group 
meeting. 
The second and final meeting 
for the semester will be on the 
following Wednesday, and is 
entitled "Sex Roles: The Spin of 
the Social System Becomes 
Visible". 
All students are encouraged to 
attend, even if they just want to 
listen and not actively 
participate in the workshops. 
Hopefully this new design will 
fulfill the purpose of setting the 
proper mood such that people 
can feel less isolated about 
having certain difficulties. 
- History 
(continued from page one) 
forty rather than thirty SIX 
history credits to obtain a 
bachelor of arts degree. 
Furthermore, nine less courses 
are being offered within the 
department for next semester, 
although the available staff will 
also be down three or four 
members. 
At least two professors 
brought up another aspect of the 
issue. They thought that in some 
minds was the possibility that 
the four · credit movement was 
gettil18 out of hand, and that the 
history department's move 
might force the H and S •an to 
make a decision regarding the. 
entire school. 
Questions have been raised 
whether the· history 
. department's decision is in the 
student's best interests. One 
professor in the philosophy-.reli- ':. 
gj,on department insists that he·. ' 
does in._deed make his courses , 
more comprehensive under the : 
lour credit system. What does··, 
seem to be apparent, however, is 
that . student . input before the 
decision was made was 
disc9_µ.ragingly low. 
. Frank Sacci 
By Karen Sperling 
In three years senior Frank 
Sacci has composed twenty 
pieces of music. Four of these 
works will be pr(!sented next 
Wednesday, April 10 in -the 
Walter Ford Hall. The pieces will 
be performed as they were 
written chronologically, the 
progression showing i transition 
from the ,wilder to the calmer of 
Mr. Sacci's endeavors. 
Mr. Sacci explained tµat the -i, 
first piece, "Movement" is a · 
"more wild piece" written as an 
"experiment in musical collage" 
whereas the fourth piece of the 
program, "The Float Boat 
Review" is a lullaby. 
In his pieces, Mr. Sacci works 
mostly with percussion, making 
use of such things as pencil 
sharpeners and snail shells. He 
sees the possibility of music 
being created with anything, 
. anywhere, the limits set only by 
the composer himself. 
"In a sense, the composer 
becomes a medium" Mr. Sacci 
feels and in this way uses music 
to reach a different state. "The 
Float Boat Review" is a prime 
ex?mple of this philosophy, 
bemg based on a Hopi Indian 
lullaby, and having strains of 
·Eastern music flowing through 
it. The sounds created by the 
piece are· composed in the 
attempt of making the listener 
reach "a state of meditation." 
Mr. Sacci, currently studying 
u de r music composition 
professor Karel Husa, last 
summer studied at Tanglewood, 
Massachusetts, in a special 
program for talented young 
music writers. Next year he 
plans to attend Grad School at 
the New England Conservatory, 
pursuing a Masters in Music 
Composition. He would like to 
simply compose music but, he 
will be going to school because 
"that's the way our society 
Composer Frank Saccl 
supports young artists." 
The other two pieces on the 
program, "Antientropic" and 
"Songs from the Hebrides 
Islands" fall somewhere -in 
between "Movement" and "The 
Float Boat Review" 
thematically. "Antientropic", a 
piece for 5 musicians, comes to a 
resolution in the end, unlike the 
percussion/brass wildness of 
"Movement". "Songs from the 
Hebrides Islands" is closer yet to 
the m~e recent "Float Boat 
Review" in that it is based on 
traditional Scottish folk songs, 
placed now in a more 
contemporary setting. It is a 
mellow piece, accomplishing its 
intent with harp and woman's 
voice. 
Frank Sacci's music is 
considered by many to be the 
most p.rogressive music 
composed by a student here. At 
the last performance of his 
works, some people gave him a 
standing ovation, while others 
"91ked out. 
Plans for the future include 
teaching inexperienced s.tudents 
how to compose music, since he 
feels that anyone is capable of 
writing music. He would also 
like to write music fo 
non-musicians using' graphs and 
symbols in order to make music 
more available to everyone. 
The concert will be at 8: 15 
p.m., April 10 in Walter Ford 
Hall. 
NEW RIDERS ON 
at Cornell 
SAGE Ticket prices would be S2.UU, 
maximum, and plans also called 
for a live broadcast over WVBR 
By Bill Henk 
The Ithaca College Bureau of 
Concerts has had its share of 
problems in its first full year of 
operation. Time and time again 
circumstances unforeseen 
cropped up to plague the 
Bureau, often rendering it 
seemingly useless and 
ineffective. The Edgar Winter 
Group, Merl Saunders-Jerry 
Garcia and band, Linda 
Ronstadt/Jackson Browne and 
oh, so many others-all might 
have been here in concert except 
for the unforeseen hassles with 
the bigWigs of the Ben Light 
Gym. Preempted because of the 
immobility of such prescheduled 
events as intramural volleyball, 
badminton, wrestling and 
various other activities. 
Steven Stills and Manassas 
were all set for an appearance 
here February 2nd. But Cornell 
had other ideas-Joni Mitchell·, 
February 3rd. So the Bureau 
decided, not to buck J onj on an 
ever. so rare concert tour. It 
seemed that every time the IC 
Bureau scheduled a concert, 
Cornell.came up with a superstar 
talent for a similar, if not the 
exact date. We could have had 
Poco for December 15th, but 
that Cornell had the Mahavishnu 
Orchestra ·on November 2J, 
while also scheduling Emerson, 
Lake & Palmer for December· 
8th. "-Too much before 
Ch-ristmas", the Commission 
thought, so that was that. • 
All the Commission's 
attempts at -tnini-concerts were 
also effectively stymied .. Plans 
were in the works for a 
McKendree Spring concert to be 
held in Ford Hall in middle 
Jan_uary or early_ February. 
in stereo and IC-TV in color. But 
members of the If band's stage 
crew had pounded the group's 
drum set into the Ford Hall 
stage floor with nails, and the IC 
Bureau somehow got full blame. 
"No concerts in Ford 
0... .... Y · l'llla · avallallle -ill 
.......... ...,. ......... ... 
.......... 
.· -~ ......... Emenh 
........ ,.1 .... ,.,. 
1N PleaMllt Gnwe Rd. ; 
~Tr-~ tltru S.turday 1oa.m. ,. 5 p.m .. 
l!wen1,.. by appointment 
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Music of Africa 
The music of Africa will be featured at Walter 
Ford Hall Tuesday, April 9. At 11 a.m. in the 
choral room, special guest Paul Berliner, an 
ethnomusicologist and teache,r, will present a 
workshop on the application of a World Music 
program in the secondary schools. At 4 o'clock in 
the instrumental room, the public is invited to 
hear Berliner's lecture-demonstration entitled 
"The Mbira and Shona Spirit Possession". A free 
informal concert, with audience participation 
encouraged, is scheduled for 8 p.m. at the 
Crossroads, Egbert Union. William Youhass of the 
Ithaca College music faculty is directing the day's 
program, the second in a series of presentations of 
music from other cultures. 
One of a Kind 
This Saturday, April 6; Irene Yellon's One of a 
Kind presents the music of Neil Diamopd ... Listen 
to WICB FM-91 on your portable FM 
radio ... That's Saturday night at I 0: 15 for the 
never-ending sparkle of Neil Diamond ... One of a 
Kind. 
The Poet's Eye 
Opening this Thursday April 4, is a Readers 
Theatre production of poems by Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti entitled-The Poet's Eye. Performances 
in the Arena Theatre of the Dillingham Center will 
be at 8: 15 and run through Sunday April 7. 
Tickets are free to students and faculty with ID 
cards and $2 for the general public. 
Drama-Speech professor Carolyn Gilbert has 
adapted the program which feat•1res such poems as 
"Coney Island of the Mind," "Starting from San 
Francisco," "Pictures' of a Gone World" and 
"Unfair Arguments with Existence." Some of the 
issues covered include ecology, overpopulation and 
world peace. 
The setting by John Tissot suggests a coffee 
house atmosphere, popular in the San Francisco 
scene of tlie "beat" movement of the I 950's. The 
poetry will be accompanied in part by live 
improvisational jazz music and dance. 
WICBMARATIION 
W !CB AM/FM's 50 hour 
marathon raised more than 
$3,300 for the American Cancer 
Society, according to a radio 
station spokesman. • 
Andy Orgel, WICB announcer, 
broadcast the entire event. 
Profits from this year's 
marathon are expected to reach 
all-time highs as all donations 
have not yet been received. The 
profits from the food concession 
at the Jefferson Starship concert 
held during ,the weekend at 
Cornell's Bailey Hall will also be 
donated to the marathon total. 
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Let there be no mistake about it: There is no way that the~.· 
administration, physical plant, safety division, students or other · 
members· of the ·college community could have worked harder or 
more earnestly to alleviate the power problems of the last week. 
No· soqner had the pains of stereo withdrawal and power loss 
·. cynicism set in1 than the _vast _majority of tI_ie c~~munity m_obilized 
to make the best of (. .. the best oO a bad s1tuahqn. Provost ·narrow 
takes over -the entire situation admirably filling in as Acting 
President during President·. Phillips' absense; energy ~xperts, 
meteorol9gy specialists:, NYSE&G and Niagra-Mohawk, as well_ ~s 
private technician~, put in overtime trying to correct the fault. Cnsis 
center, health. center, WICB, "power people", student "gofers" all 
perforx:n ffieir_ t~ks without any thought but serving· the college 
community under duress.- . . 
Take this scene: The Vice President of Business and' Finance 
enters a residence hall and personally does bathroom plumbing. 
The Director of Physical Plant continually puts in 22-hour days 
dealing with the problem, despite being what norm_ally would be 
considered ill. 
The Vice President of Student and Campus Affairs spends dinner 
times in campus cafeterias and tours dorms and apartments, both· 
just to explain what the situation was. New cooperati(?n, n~.w.efficiency, new clan'ty, new friends across all se_ctors were dev~lop_ec(~ver I.C.'s longest week. A concentration 
of heart and, uh,.energy in a single-minded, undistracted effort for 
. _one purpose works wonders; Maybe··we should have more crises. Or 
at least one more so that:those who missed out on the first one can 
·get a. second chance, to get in on it. 
Two information sheets, "Ripley's Believe It or Not" and 
"Emergency Bulletin", begin publication overnight, published by 
students and administration, respectively, to bring the much needed 
facts to the student body. 
The college and Saga provide free meal tickets to needy Garden 
Apartment residents until GA stoves return to operation. Campus 
Activities answers their x 149 extension every five seconds around 
the clock for five days straight, answering student queries. 
It's .not possible to give p·roper recognition of all those involved 
deserving it. That would take another "special edition". And there's 
_nothing really left to be said. They've said it in their work. 
targum crossword Combatting Campus Activisll' FBI Document Revealed 
ACROSS 
Highly-seasoned 
stew 
7 Agree 
13 Smooth wood again 
14 Tar 
15 Every criminal's 
goal 
17 Search and rob 
18 Group character-
istics 
19 Jack Lerrrnon role 
20 Arrow poison 
2·1 Upper regions of 
space 
22 Antic 
23 " ... - iron bars 
a cage" 
24 Modify 
25 Gri 11 
26 Perfumes 
28 White in Madrid 
29 Prison (slangl 
30 Fi 1 ter brand 
31 Descriptive of many 
ships 
34 Expressions of 
disgust 
38 Perfonned 
39 Mark · 
The following Is secret FBI· 
directive Issued in 19GB on 
agent procedure In dealing 
with subversives. 
It was first pu.bllshed In 
public In late 1973. 
Effective immediately, the 
bureau is instituting a 
f---+--1---1----1 Counterintelligence Program 
directed against the New Left 
--+--+--+--+---4 movement and its Key Activists. 
All offices are instructed to 
immediately open an active 
control file, captioned as above, 
and to assign responsibility for 
....,..-+--+-- this program to an e3cperienced 
and imaginative special agent 
-----who is well versed in 
investigation of the New Left 
_ _.,_-+---+-- and its membership. 
40 Miss Gardner 
41 Cicatrix 
42 Feudal lord 
43 English architect 
or songbird 
44 Thermometer scale 
(abbr.) 
45 Hawthorne's birth-
place 
46 Laughing 
47 Adjusts 
50 Rue 
51 Isolates 
52 Left side of the 
balance sheet 
53 Emphasize 
DOWN 
11 Wandering 
12 Rapid fluttering 
of a tone 
13 Large African 
marrrna l ( p 1. ) 
15 Threefold 
16 Half of TV team 
21 Famous movie 
22 Stage play 
24 Fed the kitty 
25 "Put the -- on 
Marne" 
27 Organic compound 
28 "Here comes 
the--" 
30 Scrap 
31 Eye make-up 
32 Acqiti esces 
33 POW camps 
1 Double-breasted 34 Nathanael and Lorne 
coats 35 Water bottles 
2 Record label 36 Happenings 
3 Type of club 37 -- Domingo 
4 Paddle 39 East Indies woody 
5 Free from restraint vine . 
6 Cuts incisors 42 Endures 
7 Actress Mary,_ 43 Legal documents 
8 Pouches 45 Let it stand 
9 Sidney' Poitier 46 Tremble (obs.) 
role 48 Prefix 
10 A slurring over 49 Title of respect 
The purpose of t~1is program 
1s to expose, disrupt, and 
otherwise neutralize the 
activities of the various New 
Left organizatio~s, their 
leapership and adherents. 
It is imperative that the 
activities of these groups be 
followed on a continuous basis 
so that we may take advantage 
of all opportunities for 
counterintelligence and also 
inspire action in instances where 
circumstances warrant. The 
devious maneuvers and duplicity 
of these activists must be 
exposed to public scrutiny 
through the cooperation of 
re Ii able news media sources, 
both locally and at the seat of 
government. 
We must frustrate every effort 
of these groups and individuals 
to consolidate their forces or to 
recruit new or youth_ful 
adherents:· 
In every instance, 
consi<!eration should be given to 
disrupting the organized activity 
of these groups and no 
opportunity stioµld be missed to 
capitablize upon. organizational 
and personal- conflicts of their 
leadership. 
'k1thin, their respective 
territories, Specific 
recommendations·· should be 
included for any logical 
immediate counterintelligence 
action. 
Recommendations submitted 
under this program must include 
all necessary facts to enable the 
bureau to intelligently pass upon 
the feasibility of the proposed 
action. 
In instances where a reliable 
and cooperative news· m~dia 
representative or other source 
outside the bureau . is to - be 
contacted or utilized in 
connection with a proposed 
counterintelligence operation, it 
will be incumbent upon the 
recommending office to furnish 
a·ssurances the source will not 
reveal the bureau's interest or 
betray our confidence. 
the prior three-month period, 
including comments under the 
following captions: 
1 ') P o t e n t i a I 
Counterintelligence Action 
.2) Pending 
Counterintelligence Action 
3) Tangible Results 
If -necessary, a fourth caption 
"Miscellaneous" may be utilized 
for additional •comments. 
Recommendations for 
counterintelligence action 
should not be included in the 
90-day status letters to the 
-bureau, but should be submitted 
individually by separate letter. 
All special agent personnel 
responsible for the investigation 
of the New Left and the Key 
Activists should be alerted to 
our counterintelligence plans 
relating to· these groups. 
C oun terin telligence action 
directed_ ~t these groups is Offices which have investigative responsibility for 
Key Activists should specifically intended to complement ' and 
comment in the initial letter to -sti:inulate our accelerated 
the bureau regarding these intelligence investigations. Each 
individuals, As-these offices are inve 5tigat{ve agent has a 
aware, these individuals have responsibility to call to the 
been identified as the moving a t t e n t i o n o f i: h e 
forces behind the New Left. counterintelligence coordinator 
No counterintelligence action suggestions and possibilities for 
may be initiated. by the field implementing the program. 
without specific bureau You are cautioned that the 
authorization. nature. of this new endeavor is 
Commencing July 1, 1968, such that under n·o 
and every three months ci_rcumstances should, the 
thereafter; each participating existence of the_ program be 
office should submit to· the made known outside the bureau 
bureau a status letter covering and a P propriate _ within-office 
(continuea on p-age five) 
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offices are instructed to submit 
to the bureau a detailed analysis 
of potential counte.rintelligence 
action against New· Left 
organi1ations and Key _Activists 
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Urj Geller, the Israeli psychic 
who claims to be able to bend 
objects with his mental powers, 
may be sued by a Swedish 
couple who watched him 
destroy spoons on television. . nw flhacc111 Is. published· week,;_- ctu'rirJ9 the coll~gp ye~ir;-:_ "· : · 
T .,,. exceDting thti second ·week.-of NavfJm~,r.-::tt••·thlNt week ~f .~ - ;. 
he wife of the couple claims·. ·. o_ecember, ·111!' _firs~ ~!•k in r,f~i.'ch .a:,,c1:~-..1_1:cqp!9-_we111(ot ,_. _ _. :. 
she has successfully usedan IUD llllay. second ·caass postage paid;·. at :hi!•c:a~ :.Nt:w_.,.yo~k.; : , 
contracepf ii f Postmaster. please send forni 3579'to: Builne11-Ntin1ger,.11,~-~--,~ ;· 
ive co or many lt/ruccJII, B~ement Dorrn .$, ll.tiac.iYCOileii'ei·; lltiaca,-New:~ -~; ; 
years. But Uri, she said, bent the ·. _ v6~k. 148S~ . .-,.e,_ephorie is 16.07);~Z7+3Z07.: s~rtPtlpn1 ,_, ;: 1 
metal Coil completely . out of ... cost $8,00 per v,u. E-dttorla1 Ylewa, rrtflec:t·tlle,_oplnloi(of".the. _:, 
shape, resulting in a. p'regnancy ·. lidlfortal: soard. Th~Y nel~li'!lr-;i••••~t )nf:~~t1e_~a1.,'.~_~11ttoi,;t,,f;.,,~ 
· Ithaca. C1>llege- nor ru1cessarl1y·,ln,l'Cate (lu1•consen111t~of-'.tJae::-C •:· 
discoverea two months after she· stud•nf J,ody. 7Jrt· lrliu,·.i1i·:,ii11e,1111S)hf.rt1"l!Jo~rr:tet.·lldl«:.?·;.~ 
watched·t~e program. · · or refiw,t to publish any··m•t11_rlit:s,11,~ltf~./or-:.J~l,.l(!fa_µ.~11." ,f 
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security should be afforded this 
sensitive operation.· 
The bureau has been very 
. closely following the ·activities of 
the New Left arid the Key 
Activists and is highly concerned 
. that the anarchistic activities of 
a few can paralyze institutions 
of learning, induction centers, 
cripple traffic, and tie the arms 
of law enforcement officials all 
to the detriment ot our society. 
The organizations and activists 
who spout revolution and 
·unlawfully challenge society to 
obtain their demands must not 
only be contained, but must be 
neutralized. Law and order is 
mandatory for any civilized 
.society to survive. Therefore, 
you must approach this new 
endeavor with a forward look, 
enthusiasm, and ·interest in· order 
to accomplish our 
responsibilities. The importance 
of this new endeavor c·annot and 
will not be overlooked. 
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HOME STYLE 
COOKING 
BY MOM 
This week I promised to bring forth something 
with a foreign fla1'e. There are far too many 
countries I'd like to tap for you. What I've decided 
· to do is give you an eas}t French roast and a 
Grecian salad. 
Some of you,have no idea how to roast a lamb, 
and this French variation (even if you find you 
don't care for it) will give you the basis for 
~ol\5ting a leg of lamb. 
LAMB FRAN~AIS 
l leg of lamb 
Soy Sauce 
4 garlic sections 
Oregano 
· Parsley Flakes 
Groun• Black Pepper 
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Shave excess fat 
from the lamb. Clean garlic and cut into ½ inch 
pieces and make small slits in lamb (try to space 
thenr-attover) and place a piece of garlic in each of 
them. 
Pour soy sauce over lamb, and rub it all over, 
until it ia well coated. Shake the rest of the spices 
evenly over the lamb and rub them also into the 
flesh.. . 
Place on a broiling pan on the rack. Fill bottom 
.of the pan with water. Place in the oven and cook 
30 minutes for each pound. If you have a meat 
Open Friday Nights. 7 fil,9 P.M. 
g".1anl.? CJJcr,,._~ ·~ 
~1!t11111Q,&Gree11 ~ 
~BAafld·v\Jarne~/ewilers ~ 
.A. ve~:1 g1~1ed !:10-'c. 144 £.f!t11te g!leet •J...CJ;.2-1810• 
ltha,a, Now York llf'" 
IFHA~A'S IX~tUSIVI 
AflFHORIZBI lll~:JSIUII OIA£DI 
l!lp.•rt Walch.Jew•ll'y ..... i119 
,8emiounllng of Diamonds 
FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORES AT 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
ARE NOW ELEGIBLE. 
NROTC 
AT 
CORNELL 
CHALLENGING JOBS AV AIL ABLE IN NAVAL AVIATION, 
THE SURFACE FLEET, AND THE NUCLEAR SUBMARINE 
FORCE. 
EARN $100 PER MONTH DURINC YO'JR LAST TWO 
YEARS OF COLLEGE AND OVER $9000 PER YEAR 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER GRADUATION. 
CALL 1256-4202 .OR VISIT THE NROTC UNIT 
IN CORNELL'S BARTON HALLIFOR DETAILS. 
ACT NOW: DEADLINE FOR SOPHOMORES IS 
APRIL 19, 1974 . 
thermometer it should register 175 when the lamb 
is done. 
••••• 
This next recipe; since lamb is also a Greek 
specialty, goes extremeiy well with the preceeding 
recipe. 
ELINIKI SAU TA (GREEK SALAD) 
l Head Romain Lettuce 
l Head lceburg Lettuce 
1 Red Onion 
3 Tomatoes 
I sm. can Pitted Black Olives 
1 7 oz. jar Artichock Hearts in Oil 
6 oz. Feta Cheese 
Olive Oil 
Vinegar 
Tear lettuce into pieces and toss together in a 
large salad bowl along with the tomatoes cut into 
wedges, the artichokes (drained) and the olives. 
Cut the onion into rings and place them 
decoratively on top of the tossed salad. Crumble 
the cheese and sprinkle it evenly over the top. This 
salad can be served with the oil and vinegar poured 
over it or each individ11al can put on his own. 
***** 
FRIDA 
SURF AND TURF $5.95 
SA TU RDA Y NITE: 
PRIME 'RIB SPECIAL $5.50 
INCLUUES BOTTLE OF SPAllKLII\G llllHGlJNDY 
Char-Pit 
205 Elmira Rd, Ithaca 
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WICB MARA1HON 
WICB's Cancer Marathon netted $3,300 this weekend 
refer to page 3 
1974 ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS 
Bl~S l ACTOR: Jack Lemmon (Save The Tiger) 
13FS r AC rn.l.:SS: c;ienJ.i Jackson ( A Touch of 
Class) 
Bl·Sl SLIPPORT!N(; ACTOR: John 
1-lou,~man (Paper Chas~). 
HI· S I S ll PP O K ·1 ·1 N <; ACTRESS: Ta-tum 
()'Ne.ti ( Paper Moon) 
Hf ST FILM: The Sting 
Bl·Sl lllRl·.CTOR: c;L'c>rgt: Roy !1111 (Thl! ~ting) 
131-S'I I·OR!.:JC;N HL/111· Day For Night hy 
Fi .1nco1, Tru ffau t 
HIS I D<lCll!\11:N L\RY: The Cowboys 
Bl ST' SONG: Thl! Way We Were 
lll-S-l CINF·:-.1/\ ['Q(;RAl'l!Y: Cries and Whispers 
131.Sl SET 01:CORi\TION:· The Sting 
' .: ,;.- ~ 
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.-Wit--& Sarcasm 
- ' '. ~-
changes mus't · be made. The 
police plilgged up the kids' , 
w~gs, ·and. in . the. extreme 
case of Kent State, the,:police 
dealt with_the college kids as the 
"hew niggers". and proceeded to 
solve the problem by shooting at 
them. · 
-He feels .. that the co~ntry is 
based on fear - fear of - the 
government, of , other. pe·ople, 
and even of,. the educational 
institutions. The student~ 
should have more say· in -What 
and how they learn, and they 
. should- be educated in how to 
·. live, not indoctrinated in ho°w to 
. make ·a living. We can't entertain 
· ~l!l' an~ knowledg~_in the 11$d at 
the : same 'time, . and . ,'.sadly 
TAVERN 
; ·. :·· . ..:' ;.,·• ': .. ::' -
-·, 
' ~ 
. .. . . . II . . .. · .. . ,1ppen11 bere? ITHAllltKS PREVIEW 
. . 
DIRECTOR GILBERT 
.SEEN- THROUGH POET'S EYE By Sam Milgrim 
By Cathy Ly~ch 
Caroly:n Gilbert of the Drama-Speech 
department is a woman of definite ideas and likes. 
An. assistant professor, she finds the adaptation of 
non-dramatic literature into performance form 
exciting. 
After earning her PhD from Purdue, and 
teaching at Indiana State and SUC at Plattsburgh, 
Dr. Gilbert arrived at IC last year and directed a 
Readers Theatre production of Richard 
Brautigan's work. This year her contribution is 
·Th-e Poet's Eye; ·a·· collec!ted study of Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti; a candid, controversial, contemporary 
poet. Ferlinghetti, who deals with pertinent issues, 
is associate<l with Allen Ginsberg, but Dr. Gilbert 
prefers the former's writing. She feels· it is more 
subtle and. complex and she is more impressed· by 
his literary- background. "Ferlinghetti wants the 
world to be a Buddhist-Socialist state," she 
. exclaimed. ''That says it right there." 
Working ·on the project since last June, Dr. 
. Gilbert initially went through a Ferlinghetti 
' collection and "picked out those I liked best, and 
. then grouped them by category.", Using parts of 
the autobiographical "I Am r)Vaiting" and 
"Autobiography" as introductory pieces, the other 
sections w.ere · grouped around them. The final 
cutting was based on time and how the poems 
came across when done orally. 
The first half of the hour and a half show is 
comprised of all protest poems focusing on current 
issues, how Ferlinghetti sees the poet in society, 
religion, and observers of the world, including 
dogs. His versatility as a writer is displayed more in 
the !>econd part with - poems that illustrate his 
"~ild stories without punctuation," lyricism a-nd 
romance. 
· Dr. · Gilbert approached the show as a sound 
experience, even though many visual effects are 
happening. "I've tried to recapture the power of 
the oral message," she reports. "This was an 
experiment for me. It was also the first time I've 
dealt with choreographic interpretation. I wanted 
'·to do this show because-I- think Ferlinghetti has 
.something to say that I wanted to say as well. He's 
entertaining but there's real thought substance 
behind every poem. Creating the program and 
working on it is exciting to me." 
The power failure has done nothing to deter the 
enthusiasm of director, cast, or crew. The most 
crucial time period for technical work was lost 
and, as Dr. Gilbert puts it, "we've had to 
drastically revise the lights and sound but it's been 
interesting to work around the problem. In fact, 
we've been forced into an almost exact duplication 
of a cqffee house situation, so ·maybe the power 
shortage was a blessing in disguise." 
Manv of the poems are accompanied by 
imprnv
0
isational jazz provided by flute, guitar, 
drums, piano and sax. Choreography was handled 
by Barbi Bernstein. As performance time for this 
Readers Theatre experience approaches, Dr. 
Gilben is looking-foi: the crowd the show deserves. 
· What happens when Oark Gable and Burt 
Lancaster team up in a submarine to go off and 
fight the Japanese during World War Il? 'Ru~Silei:it 
Run Deep, is the answer, of course. This 
interesting, if typical, war film is the story of a 
U.S. Navy submarine, the Nerka and its ~attle 
against the Japanese Navy, particularly agamst a 
destroyer named "Bungo Pete". As are all 
Japanese destroyers in war films, ''Bungo Pete" is 
a devious and tricky enemy, who shows no mercy. 
Complicating matters even more is th~ fact t.hat 
the Captain (Gable) and the Executive _officer 
{Lancaster) are having a mini war of their own 
stemming from the fact that the exec feels that he 
"should have been the man for the captain's job. 
The film is an excellent war film for its day and 
director Roger Wise has taken an excellent boo~ 
by Commander Edward L. Beach and wo~en it 
into cinematic form with the utmost expertise. It 
is just full of action, and should be a great way to 
spend two hours on Thursday or Friday night. 
Run Silent Run Deep will be presented 
Thursday April 4 and Fri. April 5 in T l 02 at 7: 00 
and 9:00 p.m. for 50 cents. 
Joe Buck is a tall cowboy from Houston who 
comes to a big eastern city for one and only one 
reason, to play stud. He is befriended by one 
Ratso Rizzo, a short lonely man from the Bronx. 
Together, they set out to show the world that they 
not only exist but are a viable part of the 
community. The two unlikely friends wander 
through New York trying to find themselves and a 
better life. It soon becomes apparent that no such 
life exists for them in New York, and the answer 
to the dream of a better place is Florida. 
Jon Voight is magnificent as Joe Buck and 
Dustin Hoffman is equally superb as Ratso Rizzo. 
John Schlesinger proves his aptitude at directing 
through this superb motion picture masterpiece. 
Midnight Cowboy is a film that carr be appreciated 
by most sensitive people, and could be a thought 
provoking experience. · 
It will be presented on Saturday April 6 and 
Sunday April ri.ri.T .f02 at 7 and ~·for 75 cents. 
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THE VILLA ~ '-1. ~ at I.C.~ C9rner of 3rd and Madison Street 
2 blocks from rt. 13 
3rd.street exit 
ITALIAN-;\.MERICAN CUI,SINE 
~aily spe~ial-Pizza and Carry out 
·MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
s,•ti•lizi111 i11 
All S~o~er'a ~ppliea 
-- . 
Paperbound Boob· 
~ . I I 
Pipe ·Repair• 
Magazine~ 
.. Ne~Jpa~era 
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~~ . -,·: i~?An"· -,<J:., A·cqu~in_ted· 
. v- . ,.· 
.A PAIL 7-- \ 3 
WATCH FOR A. 
SPRE-E~ MEET\NG 
\N '(OUR DORM 
~ 'ALSOH )(.. 
POWER HOUR 
~e~t Tower Loun9e 
130 Thurs. -April \ I 
*SP\ R \TUAL _ 
RE· EMP r\l\SI .s '-"JEE K 
.· .. · .. . ,·,:- ... 
-" ~-.-~ ~ •..•.• _1~, :.···.~-: •.- -', ..... ·:::.a:.:~.:,... .... ~~._;,:~:L:,;. . .:.:.;, .. :;. \,, .. ~ 
~.;..·::+:!fflt~··~;. ... _~:\, /•_, .. 7'C', • t'::'acf,, "":,,.~I 
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., 
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FROM AIRPLANE TO STARSHIP ... DOWNHILL TREK 
' 
' 
' ,,
' 
' 
1, 
,, 
' 
' 
ASIATIC GARDEN l . By Bill Henk 
CHINESE-AMERICAN FOOD . I was reading peacefully, minding my own 
' t business etc. when suddenly-what's this? What's 118 W S S , t ' ' 1 b' ts f .. tat e t going on here? White re~tangu ar ~ J:C 0 
·(.' arry-out: .questionable density and weight were wmgm~ pas~ 
, me right and left. What were these strange ob~ec!5. Sin t· t:· 1 9 J 1 ~erVJ(.'(;' , Marshmallows? Who the hell would be wmgmg 
for a c hangt.· m cu ,~int- try 
, t marshmallows? What kind of deal is going down 
· 1 here? What's the rationale behind it? _ ~ef<;>re 
1 answers could be found to these and other p1ercmg 
' questions, however, the lights went dim and sanity ASIA TIC GARDEN 
returned. 8 'o clock. Right o~ time. 
.... ___ .... ______ =::::::;:;:;:;;:_:_: .. : ..=.==_= __ =_=_=_=,,=..,..= .= .. ·•.... Opening the show was Jack. Tr~ylor and 
Jr""'"'''=~ ,,,_ :: Steelwind, a band featuring two guitansts, _a bass, 
!! EW SLM. p1 "RTY !: drummer and flute player. The music was J THE N . .rJ. :) predom~antly rock 'n roll, and not bad at that. 
' jl! The trade-offs between the guitar and flute w~re, 
!! FOR SAB i: in fact, often quite interesting an_d effecUve. 
f •: Nothing to write home about, eertamly not the 
!! (J next potential supergroup, but decent rock 'n ro~l 
il \) just the same. If I had a complaint t? lodge, it !l Nancy :: would be that the group's female 1ead smger,_ a tan li s ;! and lean girl to. say the least, came on a bit too \::)::_ HA PIRO 111 l'J:01•0,1. l! strong in trying to be cool; the stole, dark glasses, 
·1'1, nylons and dress with a slit up the side. Other than 
J:JJ1l(JfJf'J:Hf, { d 
z that they're ok in my book. n other wor s, 
LYONs 
Sam 
MILGRIM 
\I \11111\f, 
I \(, \f \ 
\\I l ( 11 I I I I Ill 
I· 11 \I I I , 11 \ \ I , 
VOTE 
APRIL .II 
lj unlike someone like the Climax Blues Band who 
:: were at Cornell earlier this year, I wouldn't ll necessarily steer clear of their recorded works after 
l, . h f 
•: seemg t em per orm. 
Jj Steelwind was off at 9:00, and Kantne: and 
l, friends occupied the stage some fifteen minutes j tater. They immediately launched into "Sunrise", ! and continued on through the rest of the songs j! that round out side two of the "Blows Against the 
:l Empire" lp-"Hijack", "Have You Seen the Stars j! Tonight", "Starship", etc. Sound effects served to 
/ provide the musical transitions. . . . 
1! Grace Slick was bedecked -this mght m a 
:: brownish outfit of Oriental splendor. Her 
n slow-drawn out movements and combination of 
(( hairstyle and dress made her appear like some type 
SLM = SLIM= 
REDUCED PRICES 
j: of goddess. Reputable backstage sources, however, 
if report that her slow movement was no more than 
cotton-pickiri' mind, which pretty much explains J the result of an artificial stupor-stoned out of ~er I her somewhat strange behavior on stage throughout the evening. She was almost constantly chattering between numbers with members of the 
-=-o=----...,.~=:....-=<·-'~--<-<«·-=============~ initial front row contini?ents of the audience. She 
Dr. Scholl 's .Sandals 
rapped on mike only occasionally, and then rarely 
for any great length of time. According to my 
notes: "I can feel it. I'm beginning to look like 
Alice Cooper" was about the most memorable 
thing she said all night. Again mY notes mention 
something about "various inane comments. that 
didn't really relate to anything." 
Papa John Creach, the 67 or so yeat old violin 
player,. was the star of the show this night. He 
didn't say·much, but when he was in that spotlight 
you could see he really loved what he was doing. 
Bouncing up and down, bubbling over with 
enthusiasm and, smiling all the time, the frai,1-thin 
guy really knows how to get an audience going . 
And he did, esP,ecially on "Down Home" and 
"Papa John's Other", from Hot Tuna's second lp. 
Other highlights of the concert included "Milk 
Train", "China", "Wooden Ships", and a couple of 
cuts I didn't really recognize at the time. Probably 
off the "Chrome Nun" Ip. 
Low points of the evening included "The Ballad 
of the Chrome Nun", Grace's 17 minutes of 
"Manhole", and i)kely a couple others. The 
creativity level of this group has really gone 
downhill fast, at least in my mind. All that crap 
starts to sould alike after a while; absolutely no 
redeeming factors and, in fact, little if anything to 
distinguish it above the mountains of manure 
released each and every week. We expect more of 
these people. Why the hell aren't they delivering? 
In retrospect, it seems the Airplane has been 
going downhill ever since Marty Balin left the 
group in 1970. · Even the addition of anotl;ier male 
vocalist, former Quicksilver member David 
Freiberg, to offset the ravings of Grace and Paul, 
hasn't seemed to help. 
The following is a run down of the lineup of the 
new band, in case you missed it: Paul 
Kantner--rhythm guitar and vocals; Grace 
Slick-vocals; Papa John Creach-violin and 
occasional vocal; Johnny Barbata-drums; Peter 
(brothe"r of J orma) Kaukonen-bass; Craig (also 
member of Steelwind) Chaquico-lead guitar; and 
David Freiberg-piano and vocals. 
The septet played for one and three quarter 
hours, finishing with "Manhole". It was encore 
time. And tonight the features included a blues 
number with Mr. Kaukonen playing lead and Mr. 
Freiberg switching to bass. This was followed by 
"Diana" and finally the biggie-"Volunteers". And 
that, my friends, was that. The end of a pleasant if 
not totally enthralling concert. Good, but ..... . 
NATIONALLY 
ADVERTISED $12.95 
Scholl 
Exercise 
Sandals 
"· 
,ON SALE 
AT THE. 
BOOKSTORE $10.95 
At ·.the Bookstore 
- · :. J;,f~~;..-~~· .. --=?-~> lt~l~~~~·· .~i-'t·:,,i•'. ~~_,.;;,,,: ... ,._., ·-~~ ... :~:t;fl~j~~~ . .(~i~-~-
,,,. 
,\,:~ - : 
:.,,.. .. ',. ~ '. - - ... 
.. -
•'' - • .. M • • ' I 
. . ' ~- _, .,, ..;.; '\:: _-· .... ' 
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·CONCERT 
(continued from page threl!} 
buses will run· from IC and back Talk to somebody who's seen 
as follows: ·between ·6:30 and them. They're a damn fine folk 
9:30; 10:15-12:15 and band.Andsofinally,inourtime 
2: 15-3:30. Tickets are $3.50 for of need, thanks are due to 
the first 1000 IC students, $4.50 Cornell for its kind and generous 
after those are gone and $5.50 at assistance. And, in this sort of 
the door. John Poucette Dart, 5ummary article best of luck 
COUNSELORS: June 23rd 
- Aug_ 22nd Camp Wayne, Pa. -
l ½ hrs. Ithaca. Specialti1:;s -
Males - Females. Ham Radio, 
Track, Soccer, Tennis, Sailing, 
Swimmhig, Photo, Back-pack, 
pasketball, Golf, Shop. 
Application, write 633 Barnard 
Ave., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598, 
516-295-5544. Campus 
. interviews arranged. 
~rowaouSE 
ASSOCIATIU 
. 27WS71 . 
3 Bedr-,is- 2 Baths 
. PrlveteGarden and Balcony 
Complete Kitchen· Recreetlon Area 
Attached Heated Garage Included 
Pets-and Clllldren Welcome· 
Walk to Cornell, 1.c. & Downtown 
L.B. 
Happy 
always. 
two yean. I 101111 YOU· 
R.T. 
3 bedroom apt. for rent.' $21 O a 
month ($70 each person) Including 
full utilities. Crose to IC campus. Call 
273•8491 between · 10 p.m. and 
midnight. · 
To Judy Blue Eyes (but red hair)! 
Hall", they were told. openers for the Liv Taylor wishes are ext;nded to next 
Effectively -checked on their~oncett who impressed so many. year's Bureau of Concerts, of 
.own campus by bureaucratic red will return to open the show for whatever substance and form it 
tape, the Commission finally the New Riders. Ask around. may take . 
scored. A bid on the New Riders 
of the Purple Sage, in since early 
September, finally came 
through~ The -date was set at 
April the 6th. With a May 4th 
d~te still open, things looked 
pretty good. But only 
mo ni en tar i I y. Co r t11a n d . 
announced a Poco concert for 
the exact same date, while 
Cornell further complicated 
matters with a scheduled 
QUOT ABLE QUOTES 
"The world is going so fast nowadays, that the man 
who says it can't be done is usually interrupted by 
someone doing it." 
907°27-FERNS 
lacJ7-Z7S-S197I 
Have another nice weekend 
home. I'll miss you. · 
Cindy 
at appearance of the Jefferson 
Starship, March 31st. On 
Wednesday, March 27.th, the 
news broke that the Poco 
concert had been cancelled. Ah, 
a momentary sigh of relief, Just 
four hours later; however, IC!s 
one and only power transformer· 
blew. And once again the 
concert was in jeopardy. 
For Sale: Head Arthur Ashe comp. 
tennis racquet with Victor Imperial 
gut. ~x. cond. $35. call Kevin, x523 
,, 
Ladyface-
1 had a good classified fo ryou but 
I forgot It so I'll have to settle for 
Just saying thanks for being a great 
roomy! Love, and thanks also for 
setting me straight so often. 
Sweepy 
,. 
---AIIDM 
INTERIOR PLANTSCAPIMG 
HOUSEPLANTS & SUPPLIES 
for the session startin1 July, 1974, 
Euromed will assist qualified Amer-
ican students in 2ainin1 admission 
ta reco1nized overseas medical 
schools. 
And that's just the be2innin1 .. 
. Since the language barrier constitutes 
the preponderate difficulty in succeed-
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed 
program also includes an intensive 
12-16 week medical and conversa-
tional language course, mandatory for 
all students. Five hours daily, 5 days 
per week (12·16 weeks) the course Is 
given in the country where the student 
will attend medical school. 
In 'ilddltion, Euromed prcivli!'es - stu-
dents with a 12·16 week Intensive cul· 
tural orientation program, with Amer-
ican students now studying roedicine 
in that particular· country serving as 
counselors. 
Senior or 1raduate students currently 
enrolled in an American uni,enity are 
eli1ible to participate in the Euromed 
pro1ram. 
For application and further 
information, phone toll free: 
(800) e45-1234 
in New York State phone: 
(516) 746-2380 
or write, 
.. Euromed, Ltd. 
170 Old Country Road 
Mineola, N.Y. 11501 
- Now you_can 
protect yourself 
- against muggers, rapists 
and worse.with this 
Slue-
I know the real story. 
l.S.A.G.T.Y .M.R.-and the important 
thing Is that those last two letters 
stay that way, Get It? 
Me 
Dear Vicki-
Save some partying for when I get 
back this weekend. O.K.? 
Robyn 
Dear C.P. 
If I'm a dead horse, It's only 
because you're a lazy mare. 
- Love You Always, 
C.P. 
Hunk: 
Surprised to see your name here? 
Just thought I'd give you something 
to read besides a name in a staff box. 
I hope your Median experience can 
help me as much as you yourself 
always have! 
Love you, 
Brunk (Is that right?) 
Dear Karen, 
Enjoy the weekend of piece and 
quite, cause when I get back .•• watch 
out! 
Love, 
Joyce, Your Roomy ... 
Don't pull a Patricia Hearst trick • 
I don't want you forever • just the 
afternoon I 
Clndylonese 
PHOENIX: Watch your 5tep, lest 
ye be trampled by the MIDNIGHT 
RIDERS!! 
201 S. Tioga St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. -
272-8262 
Now-Tapes 
and Records 
amazing new whistl~. Wear it . 
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range 
penetrating shrill brings help in a hurry. The next dark 
night h!lat's tonig_htlJ.you'fl feel.a ·1ot safer just knowing 
you have the ·greatest protection in the world •. Gives 
obsce11e phone callers a shrilling earful, too. 
GET IT BEFORE YOU HAD Iii · 
COME IN OR MAIL HAND'(' COUPON 
: ', - Vesl I want to be 11vedl Send me_ kondon-l:.ike Whinla, · 
"·-'...,,_.Key Chiiii _Necklace, _ (Num_barl._ Chrome _. -_ 
r ~t0111S3.«._ior each London·Llki· · Family .itwels Ltd: 
Whblle. I undllntand that If I.am not · -su1 W• Villard A...,.,. 
: totally Mtlsfled,: I wtll r9Qive 8 compl1t11- Mi~W,-onol,s li3209 
refund If rffllfned In 10dey.1. ·-. . ·. . _ . -- . . ·-
. 1,, NAME:..· .... ·--------------,-.--,.----
. ,:- STf1E£T·NUM8ER...:..· _,__;__.;..._,... ....... "°'"'";;.:__....;,......---. ~ ··:;';;':f;I~.:.~~- -~·:, -~. '. - . ~·-=--·.:. ST~)'E.~2,IP~~- ~ ~ 
.. :,._ .. ,...a:.?11"•.".•I',"··• ..... ...,. •• -. ' ....... ,, 
CONCERT ON 
A flurry of concert bureau 
meetings, phone calls and related 
decisions finally brought about 
the following: · fhe concert is on. 
Here are the facts as they 
currently exist: The energy 
problem has caused a relocation 
of the New Riders concert to 1 
Cornell's Bailey Hall. Due to the 
small' capacity ( 1900) of our 
new location, two shows will be 
held. One at 7:30, one at 10:30. 
Here's how it's going to work. 
Green tickets purchased and 
numbered 1-1900 will· see the 
first sltow, while blue tickets 
(1900-3800) will see the second .. 
For those that would prefer the 
early to th6' late, and vice versa,' 
THANK YOU 
• • for coming to ••• us 1n 
your darkest hours 
SELF SERVICE WASH & 
DRY CLEANERS 
at the coop plaza 
open 7 am till 11 pm 
7 .days a week 
a personal pre-concert trade-off • alwavs ready 
of tickets will be allowed. For ., to -help you 
always attended those with unforeseen transportation problems, free 1...---------------------------
~' 
' 
'fhere's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson. 
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier. 
Our way. The Arcned Forces Health Professions 
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands 
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself 
-but it may free you from those financial problems 
which, un~erstandably, can put a crimp in your 
concentration. 
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover 
the costs of. your medical education. More, you'll 
receive a good monthly allowance all through your 
schooling. 
But what-happens .after you graduate? 
Then, as a health' care officer in the military 
- branch. of your choice you enter a professional 
environment that is challenging, stimulating and 
satisfying. . · 
An environment which keeps you in contact with 
practically all medic:tl specialties. Whicll gives you 
the time to observe and learn before ypu decide on 
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity 
to train in that specialty. And to practice it. 
You may also find·SOine of the most advanced 
. -- medical a<:hievements happening right where you 
work. Like at the· Bl'OQl<e Army Medical Center in 
. San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat-. 
-1Tlent Center, Or .the home of Fli1;1ht Medicine, the 
. · famed' Aerospace Medical Division, also in San 
Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in 
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its 
work in Medical Research 
And if you've read this far, you may be interested 
in the details. Ju.st send m the coupc,n and we'll 
supply them. · 
,~------~---------------, Armed Forces Sch~larsh1ps 
BoJCA Z-<:N-44 
Un1versa1 C1ly. Texas 78148 
(please pr.nu 
Soc. Sec.#_ 
Address_ --------·----
c,1y _____________ _ 
State __ 
Enrolled•'------·-,--=-.,------
·1 To fV.ldU3lO in,____ (SC:hOol) 
____ zip ___ _ 
I Date of birth (monin, (year) 
I (monlhl •(day) (year) 
(<1e1ree> 
I "Veterln•ry not avallabl, In Navy f'rolram. ,I L----~-------~----------ARIIID FORCl!S HEALTH CAM 
0 PRACTICE IT 
,··,;· 
___ . -~~~~00...~~~~tX~lX!N~~~~ 
,. ,. , ..... . 
•c1~·-... :;:.~~1i~-~;~::~:, ....... _, .:: .. "~ ·~·---· _ ... _ ~-·_," ___ · ___ --
•.. 
-----
- -----~ ----
• t ,. -w • r .. : , • ..... · · · -
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SPORTS 
' ' No-Track 
Shaping 
' '. Men 
u--p 
will throw the discus. 
. ·-· 
BOARD OF COOPERATIVE 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
EDWARDS. WITKO, District Superintendent 
JOSEPH C. FARINOLA, Assistant Supe:-intendent By Dave Rives 
The 1974 version of the 
Ithaca College Track team got 
underway last Monday. This 
week things are beginning to 
shape up for second year head 
coach Frank Kennedy, who 
plans to take a thirty man squad 
down to Mansfield, Pa., this 
Friday, for a triangular meet 
with tough Mansfield State and 
St. Bonaventure. 
will be joined by Jim Fenwick, 
and a promising new freshman, 
Dave Slutzler. 
The Mansfield meet heads an.-..U...Jt..><..,._,,.,J<..,.._.._,AJ.J.,,l'-"-..,._......._ ........ .,,_,......._.,._,...x..i~ ......... ~"-ll,. ......... --..,;J,.J<...-. 
extremely hard five dual meet 
The practice routine is the 
same: no track. So, the runners 
have been busy running 
throughout the campus on 
various roads, dodging cars and 
baseballs. The weather hasn't 
helped either, keeping the field 
and weight event men from 
working or. their own events,' 
but thus far, the squad has done 
well with what they have. Team 
spirit has been remarkably good. 
The squad is laden with 
veterans. Jim Hagan, a seni, ; , 
will· see action in the 440 and 
880 yard runs, along with the 
440 yd. intermediate hurdles. 
Junior Gary Rittenburg joins 
Hagan in the 440 and other 
clashes. Sophomore- Dan 
Kennedy, who performed solidly 
for the Bombers in the sprints 
'ast year, returns in the I 00 and 
220. Other strong candidates are 
· ,eteran hurdler and high jumper 
i3ob Fahey, this year's team 
!rainer; Mike Donnelly in the 
avelin and discus throws; Rich 
:'leaves in the discus; and Tim 
Rooney in the long and triple 
-,ump. Three year veteran miler 
:leff Dosdall is also back. I-le will 
:oe joined in the mile by second 
.,ear man Gary Passeretti. -Dos 
,,!so figures into the two and 
'hree mile runs. 
Strong at Pole Vault 
Ithaca should again be 
strongest in the pole vault with 
former Trumansburg ace Ron 
King the number one man. I-le 
will have solid backing by 
veteran Bob Jerome. King holds 
. the present school vaulting mark 
of 14 feet set two years ago and 
nearly equalled by him last year. 
Ji.n Sczcerba, last year's leading 
Shot Put man is returning. He 
Slutzler leads a host of new 
faces for the Bombers this year. 
Frosh Jason Convisor looks 
strong in the sprints; Joe, Gilroy 
will add strength in the distance 
events. Joining Gilroy in those 
distance runs will be Carl 
Haggerty, a half-miler, who also 
pl-ans to see action in the 440. 
Also joining the squad in the 
field events is Doyle Chatham, 
an Ithaca High graduate, who 
and four Invitational meet 
schedule. The latter -meets 
include the ICAC Meet at RPI 
on April 27th;- the ~IT 
Invitational on- April 30th; RIT 
Relays on May 6th; and . the 
Upstate Championships at RIT 
on May 11th. Dual meets 
-include Mansfield/St. Bona on 
April 5th; Binghamton on April 
20th; Oswego on April 24th; and 
Hobart on May 3rd. 
FRANKLY SPEAKING 1¥ Phil Ft auk 
~--·---
1 
• 
•tNDIVIUUAL & GROUP' TRAVEL 
•EXCLUSIVE .AGENTS FOR S.O.F.A .. 
•tNTRA-EUROllEAN FLIGHTS & TOURS 
273-3073 
20i l'i. AlJRORA S'I' ITHACA Nr 
,, TM l.1'9Bl\r .. -
TA'9#flllf 
M'2711Lran•.._ · 
Tuesday thru Saturday 5 p.m. to I a.m. 
Dinners served 6:00-8:30 . 
Reservations Requested- 539-7~24 
··~··~~=~::: 
ULAXING ATMOSP~ ... 
Shalimar has just about everything to make 
a new spring wardrobe more than wishful 
·thinking. 
1-b..sedShalii,a 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS 
3 Convenient locations 
411 COLLEGE AVE • USE.STATE ST 
CORTLANDVILLE MALL 
....... ; - - ... .z·;:r·.-,- .... !' .. 
Would You Like To Be A Member Of 
PRESIDEN-T'S 'HOST? 
Give Campus Tours and Meet ilnteresti~g People? 
Come to our organizati(?nal meeting on 
Monday .April 8th in the· o-eMotte Room of the Union 
at 7 pm_,_ 
We want interes(ed_ people interested in. us!. 
.. 
,. 
-LIGHT 
'workmanship~ power . was 
,rest~red in only h!ohours. 
Act of Goel 
(continued from page oneJ One interesting sidelight to 
o r a p 1 a c e t.o dry the whole affair concerns the 
their· hair. Arid the Egbert college's at.tempt to collect 
• Union remained the 'eye·of the insurance ~ ~e transformer, 
storm' throughout, dispensing thus . allev1ahng the la~e 
information and ·gathering ideas finan:ial .burden ~e c?llege will 
to make things a little easier. · have incurred. According to the 
. , insurance company, however, ~~ dunng the ~eek co~ege the power failure was 'an act of 
?ffic1als were workmg ov~~une :God', a one in· a million chance 
m an attempt to fmd additional happening. This means the 
t:ans.formers. to ease the college will have to foot the bill, 
situation. Thell' search ended which promises to be sizable, 
successfully Tuesday when three possibly six:.figures. 
· new more powerful transformers · 
· were found. Ironically, the 
transformers were found in 
Brooktondale, four miles down 
the road. This after the search 
had reached the ends of the 
state. 
As things stand now, the 
campus power supply is 100 per 
cent of what it was before the 
crisis. Students are allowed to 
use any sources they wish until 
further notice. The old 
transformer should be back and 
reinstalled by the end of the 
semester. 
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MIAA 
The MIAA Softball leagu ~ Special Gift For 
are underway. This year there 
are four leagues: Men's s s • I 
Professional and Collegiate; om eone p ec,a 
Women's and a C<>;ed league. 
Badminton Tournaments for 
men, women, and mixed doubles the ... ·.. on .shop 
are also in progress. Games are .... 
from 6-10 p:m. Monday through DOWNTOWN 
Thuqda.y. A Frisbee 
Tournament is scheduled for UNUSUAL GIFTS • FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
Sunday April 2s: ·Entries are due FURNITURE 
by 3 ·p.m. April 25th. Furthe1 ~=~==~~====~~=~==~==~~~ info is posted in the MIAA· 
office. 
xpert instructiun In !J 
stenie hills or Vermont 
DORM STYLE LODGING AND ALL MEALS 
JULY 7-27--$450--LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
An eighteen hour blackout 
was scheduled for Wednesday to 
allow for the new transformers 
to be installed, but through what 
must have been a superb piece of An electrician monitors .the K. V. A. meter. 
WRITE--THE MINUS EYE WORKSHOP 
CHATEAU ECOLE, PITTSFORD, VT. 0.5763 
Two thousand would spell disaster for the college. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
@ 
0'-
m 
ONCE A KNIGHT DID QUl;RY 
HIS DRAGON ROOMIE'S GREAT 
SUCCESS WITH THE LADIES. 
fl At.ID THE DRAGON CID INSTRUCT f THE KNIGHT IN HIS FOOLPROOF fil SURPRISE ME.THOO: 
I 
ffi 
I 
i 
I 
m 
ffi 
AND THE DRAGON DID REPL-Y 
THAT HE OWED IT ALL TO HIS 
SNAZZY. SCHAEFER 111<NIGHT 
AND DRAGON'' T-SHIRT, AND 
DID ADVISE THE. KNIGHT TO 
OBTAIN ONE FORTHWITH. 
WHENCE 1HE KNIGHT DID REPAIR 
iO THE LOCAL PUBLICl<E HOUSE 
AND DID ESPY'A COMELY MAIDEN. 
AND THE KNIGHT DID SEND 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR 
!f.2,00, PAYABLE TO: 
MINERVA ADVERTISING PROMOTION 
G.P.O. BOX 1204 
NEW YORK, N, Y, 10001 
AND HE DID USE THE DRAGON'S 
GAMBIT. 
SOON ( ALLOW iWO WEEKS 
FOR DELIVERY) THE T-SHIRT 
DID ARRIVE. 
YES, 1 WANT A SCHAEFER 'KNl,HT /IJID l>l!AGOH' T·StURT 
AND EHll.OSl!ACHECK OR.MONEY 0RPER FOR.$2,00, 
1 LN>!:RSTANC> THAT I ll'UST SUPPLY MY OWN RAINCQAT. 
NAME _________ _ 
ADDRESS ________ _ 
CITY _________ _ 
STATE_____ l'IP __ _ 
CHECK SIZE: 5_M_L_XL __ 
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